<<>> Fox Tours Proudly Presents! <<>>

The Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island &
The 9/11 Memorial
<<>> April - December, 2022 <<>>
The Statue of Liberty, America’s Icon of Freedom, was completely restored in 1986 and continues to be one of
America’s most popularly visited attractions. Representing freedom from oppression and tyranny, the Statue
represented a new way of life for the many immigrants who journeyed to America. Ellis Island, the Gateway to
America, occupies a permanent place in America's history and more than half of the immigrants entering the
United States between 1892 and 1924 passed through its gates.

<><><> Your Tour Itinerary <><><>
6:30 AM Depart this morning on your luxury CD/DVD/WiFi Silver Fox
Motor Coach. A coffee/ breakfast stop will be made as you travel to New
York. Upon arriving at Battery Park in New York, you will board a ferry
which will take you to both the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. You’ll
have time to view all the exhibits which focus on the great immigration to
America and the effects both had on their families and their newly adopted
homeland. There are cafeterias on both Ellis and Liberty Island for luncheon
(on your own). One can only imagine the experiences of our forefathers as
you tour these sites. After returning to Battery Park, our group will visit the
9-11 Memorial. This very powerful Memorial memorializes all those who
died in the 9-11 terrorist attacks by listing their names on fountains placed
where the original Towers stood. Your expected arrival home is 10:30 PM
after a most memorable day in New York, the Big Apple!

TOUR DATES: April-December, 2022 (Saturdays & Sundays)
TOUR COST: $109.00 Per Person <$89.00 Children 16 & Under>
TOUR INCLUDES:
• Ellis Island and Statue of Liberty Tour
• Visit to the 9-11 Memorial
• Luxury Silver Fox CD/DVD/WiFi Motor Coach
PLEASE CONTACT: Fox Tours @ 800.342.5998

